In this paper, we discuss a multiple genome rearrangement problem: Given a collection of genomes represented by permutations, we generate the collection from some xed genome, e.g., the identity permutation, in a minimum number of signed reversals. It is NP-hard, so e cient heuristics is important for nding its optimal solution. We at rst discuss how to generate two and three genomes from a xed genome by polynomial algorithms for some special cases. Then based on the polynomial algorithms, we obtain some approximation algorithms for generating two and three genomes in general, respectively. Finally, we apply these approximation algorithms to design a new approximation algorithm for generating more genomes. We also show by some experimental examples that the algorithms are e cient.
Introduction
Comparative genomics is one of the most important areas in computational biology and bioinformatics. Sorting by reversal plays a central role in Comparative genomics. The problem was originated in last decade 2;3;4 . Its theme is to determine the evolutionary distances between organisms by using genomic data. Transformations of genomes are widely studied under evolutionary events such as insertion, deletion, point mutation (substitution), reversal, etc 11;12 . Recently, optimal recombination is also discussed 19 . So far, most of the study on comparative genomics has been focused on sorting by reversal 18 . A genome is represented by a permutation and an optimal reversal process is found from any given permutation to the identity permutation.
Sorting by reversal is categorized into two classes: sorting by unsigned and signed reversals, respectively. At rst, sorting by unsigned reversals is NPhard 7;8 . Therefore, only e cient approximation algorithms can be expected to nd for the solution of the problem. So far, the best approximation algorithm has been a 1.5-approximation algorithm 10 . It is proved that there exists no polynomial-time 1.0008-approximation algorithm 6 . However, sorting by signed reversals is polynomial-time solvable 13;14 . Many quadratic-time algorithms are widely used for nding the optimal solutions of the problem 5;15;16 . Recently, a linear-time algorithm is found for computing the signed reversal distance between any two signed permutations 1 .
Sorting by reversal can be regarded as a problem that generates a permutation from some xed permutation by a minimum number of reversals. Multiple genome rearrangement by reversals is a generalization of sorting by reversal. It is to generate a given collection of permutations (genomes) from a xed permutation, e.g., the identity, in a minimum number of reversals. For the unsigned case, the problem is obviously NP-hard (since sorting by unsigned reversals is NP-hard). For the signed case, it is proved that the problem is NP-hard even if two permutations are generated from a permutation 8 . This implies that the problem is extremely hard. Therefore, it is interesting, also our purpose in this paper, to nd e cient heuristics, or special cases that are polynomial-time solvable. Heuristics can be combinatorial or experimental algorithms 1;9 . A similar genome rearrangement problem was discussed and an approximation algorithm was given by a local search for the optimal solution on a grid by Sanko et al 17 .
In this paper, we discuss a multiple genome rearrangement problem for generating a collection of permutations from some xed permutation in a minimum number of signed reversals.
The rest of the paper includes ve parts. (1) De nitions and models, (2) Related problems, (3) Theorems and algorithms, (4) Experimental applications, (5) Discussion and future work.
Mathematical model of multiple genome rearrangement
First of all, we introduce our main de nitions and notations. The mathematical model of multiple genome rearrangement problem is also described.
De nition 1 For a signed permutation p = (p 1 p 2 p jXj ) on an alphabet X, a signed reversal on the segment i; j] of p is de ned as the following operation from p to r(p; i; De nition 3 A collection T 0 of permutations is called a k?Bottleneck family if for any u; v 2 T 0 ; the reversal distance between u and v is at most k. Multiple Genome Rearrangement By Signed Reversal (denoted by (m; n)?MGRBSR) Given two collections of permutations P = fp 1 ; p 2 ; ; p m g and Q = fq 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n g on an alphabet X, we generate Q from P in a minimum number of signed reversals, i.e., nd a collection of signed permutations t r (1 r s) on X such that (1) any q j is obtained from some p i by a series of signed reversals t r1 ; t r2 ; ; t ru , where each t rj+1 is obtained from t rj by one signed reversal, and (2) s is minimized. Denote d(P; Q) = s, the (optimal) signed reversal distance for generating Q from P.
If m = n = 1; i.e., P = fpg and Q = fqg; then the problem is reduced to sorting by signed reversal and d(p; q) is the signed reversal distance between p and q. In any optimal reversal process, each q j is generated from only one p i : Therefore, it is su cient for us to consider the case m = 1: For m > 1, the problem can be split into m (1; n j )?MGRBSR problems and similarly discussed. By rearranging the elements of X, we get p 1 = 12 jXj. Therefore, we discuss how to generate all permutations q j from p 1 .
(1; n)?MGRBSR Problem Generate all given permutations q j (1 j n) from the identity p = 12 jXj in a minimum number of signed reversals.
We at rst consider the (1; 2)?; (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems and then split the (1; n)?MGRBSR problem into some (1; 2)?, (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems.
3 Related problems Our (1; n)?MGRBSR problem is similar to the genome rearrangement problem discussed by Sanko et al 17 and is closely connected to the following problems 11;12;20 .
Multiple alignment Given some sequences, nd the alignment with minimum pairwise score.
In our (1; n)?MGRBSR problem, we do not consider the pairwise score, but the minimum score of Steiner trees on the given permutations.
Sorting by reversal Given a permutation p, transform it into the identity permutation in a minimum number of signed (or unsigned) reversals.
It generates the identity permutation from a given permutation in a minimum number of signed (or unsigned) reversals. Our (1; n)?MGRBSR problem generalizes the problem to generating a collection of permutations.
Star alignment Given some sequences, nd one median sequence such that the total alignment score between the median sequence and each given sequence is minimized.
Our (1; n)?MGRBSR problem may contain a number of median sequences.
Fixed topology alignment 20 Given some sequences and a topological structure (usually, a tree) T. Each leaf of T is labeled by one given sequence. Assign one sequence to each internal node of T such that the total alignment score for all edges of T is minimized.
Our (1; n)?MGRBSR problem is not restricted to a xed topology and it is a topology-free alignment problem.
In this part, we nd algorithms for (1; n)?MGRBSR problems. We at rst consider (1; 2)? and (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems. If a (1; 2)?MGRBSR problem contains a pair of close permutations, then we get a polynomial algorithm. If a (1; 3)?MGRBSR problem consists of two pairs of close permutations, then we also get a polynomial algorithm. Based on these polynomial algorithms, we design approximation algorithms for the general (1; 2)? and (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems, respectively. Next, we discuss a k?Bottleneck family for a (1; n)?MGRBSR problem. Finally, we split a (1; n)?MGRBSR problem into some (1; 2)? and (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems and obtain an approximation algorithm for the general (1; n)?MGRBSR problem.
First of all, it is shown that A linear-time algorithm is presented for computing the reversal distance between two signed permutations 1 ( nding the optimal reversal process still costs O(jXj 2 )). We denote it BMY algorithm and will use it in our algorithms. We easily have the following approximation algorithm. We at rst construct a weighted graph with all given permutations as its vertices. All pairs of the given permutations form its edges. The weight of an edge is de ned as the reversal distance of the pair of permutations representing the edge, which is computed by the BMY algorithm. Next we nd a minimum weight spanning tree of the graph. Finally, all permutations can be generated from a given permutation along the edges of the spanning tree. With the theorem and the BMY algorithm, the run time is reduced. The steps are stated in the following.
Algorithm A Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n : Output Reversal process.
Step 1 Apply the BMY algorithm to construct a graph G = (V; E; W) with V = fp; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n g; E = f u; v]j u; v 2 V; u 6 = vg; and W( u; v]) = d(u; v):
Step 2 Find a minimum weight spanning tree T of G.
Step 3 Generate all permutations from p along T. It is obvious that the algorithm is a 2-approximation, i.e., the approximated distance is within two times of the optimal one. Furthermore, The number of reversals can be decreased by introducing some median permutations. Suppose we want to generate q 1 and q 2 from p: We at rst generate a median permutation q 0 from p; then generate q 1 and q 2 from q 0 ; respectively. When q 0 is properly chosen, the number of reversals can be improved. The median permutation q 0 is called a Steiner permutation. If we want to generate a collection of permutations, many Steiner permutations will be applied so as to minimize the total reversal distance. These Steiner permutations are called optimal if they minimize the total reversal distance. For a (1; n)?MGRBSR problem, there may be n ? 1 optimal Steiner permutations.
In order to nd an optimal Steiner permutation q 0 for a (1; 2)?MGRBSR problem, we can try each permutation on X and nally get it. However, there are jXj! permutations, so the run time is at least jXj!. We nd some special cases that are polynomial-time solvable. By (2), for each pair q 01 2 N k (p) and q 02 2 N k (q 3 ), compute the total reversal distance from q 01 and q 02 to p,q 1 ,q 2 and q 3 . We then get the optimal pair q 01 and q 02 as the Steiner permutations. By (2), the run time is O(jXj 4k+1 ). Based on Theorem 3, we can nd an optimal Steiner permutation in the k-neighborhood of a permutation in the closest pair for a (1; 2)?MGRBSR problem. For a (1; 3)?MGRBSR problem, we can also nd two optimal Steiner permutations in the k-neighborhoods of two permutations, each of which corresponds to a closest pair. We have the following algorithms (see Figure 1 ). Algorithm B1 Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 (with a pair of reversal distance at most k). Output Optimal reversal process.
Step 1 Find the pair, say p and q 1 ; with the minimum reversal distance (at most k).
Step 2 Loop over all u 2 N k (p) and update the reversal distance d = d(u; p) + d(u; q 1 ) + d(u; q 2 ) and q 0 = u if a better one is found.
Step 3 Generate q 0 from p, q 1 and q 2 from q 0 by BMY algorithm.
Algorithm B2 Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 (two pairs with reversal distances k) Output Optimal reversal process.
Step 1 Find the pairs, say p; q 1 and q 2 ; q 3 , with two minimum reversal distances (at most k).
Step 2 ) run time. Based on Theorem 4, we can nd the optimal reversal process for a small collection of permutations.
Algorithm C Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q s (k?Bottleneck). Output Steiner permutations and reversal process.
Step 1 Find N k (p).
Step ). For collections that are not k?Bottleneck families, we design two approximation algorithms to nd their optimal Steiner permutations on the grids constructed from a series of optimal reversal paths.
Algorithm D1 Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 : Output Steiner permutations and reversal process.
Step 1 Choose a minimum reversal distance pair, say p; q 1 :
Step 2 Find the optimal reversal path P 1 from p to q 1 :
Step 3 Find an optimal reversal path P i from p to M i , then to q 2 :
Step 4 For each u in P d (the last path in Step 3), nd an optimal reversal path W from u to q 2 : We get W 1 ; W 2 ; ; W t .
Step 5 For each x in all W i , do a local optimal search to nd q 0 2 N k (x) minimizing d(q 0 ; p; q 1 ; q 2 ):
Step 6 Choose the best q 0 in Step 5 as the global optimal solution.
Step 7 Generate q 0 from p, q 1 and q 2 from q 0 by BMY algorithm.
Algorithm D2 Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 ; q 3 : Output Steiner permutations and reversal process.
Step 1 Choose two minimum reversal distance pairs: (p; q 1 ); (q 2 ; q 3 ).
Step 2 Find optimal reversal paths, P 1 : p to q 1 ; and Q 1 : q 2 to q 3 :
Step 3 For i 2; nd M i 2 N k (P i?1 ); N i 2 N k (Q i?1 )(k = 1; 2; 3) minimizing d(M i ; N i ): Find optimal reversal paths, P i : p to M i , then to q 2 ; and Q i : q 2 to N i , then to q 3 :
Step 4 For each u 2 P d ; v 2 Q c (the nal paths), nd an optimal reversal path W from u to v: We get W 1 ; W 2 ; ; W t .
Step 5 For each pair x; y in the grid, do a local optimal search to nd q 01 2 N k (x); q 02 2 N k (y) minimizing d(q 0 ; p; q 1 ; q 2 ):
Step 6 Choose the best q 01 ; q 02 in Step 5 as the optimal solution.
Step 7 Generate q 01 from p, q 1 from q 01 , q 02 from q 01 , and q 1 and q 2 from q 02 by the BMY algorithm. In fact, in Algorithm D1, we nd a series of paths from p to q 1 such that they get closer and closer to q 2 : Then construct a grid by using q 2 and the closest path to q 2 : Finally, do local optimal searches on the grid.
In Algorithm D2, we nd two collections of paths from p to q 1 ; and from q 2 Proof (1) Algorithm D1 at rst nds an optimal reversal path from p to q 1 . In the next step, it nds another optimal reversal path from p to q 1 that is closer to q 2 . After some steps, it constructs a grid by using q 2 and the last optimal reversal path. The algorithm tries each possible permutation x in the grid and then nds an approximated Steiner permutation q 0 from some N k (x). Each path has length at most jXj and the algorithm goes for at most jXj paths. Based on Algorithm D1/D2 and Theorem 5, we designed an approximation algorithm for nding the Steiner permutations for the (1; n)?MGRBSR problem. The main idea is splitting the (1; n)?MGRBSR problem into a collection of (1; 2)? and (1; 3)?MGRBSR problems. For any given permutations, p; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n ; we at rst nd a minimum matching A i = fx i ; y i g(1 i c) such that (1) x i ; y i 2 fp; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n g; and (2) P i d(x i ; y i ) is minimized.
Then we nd a minimum matching w j = fu j ; v j g(j = 1; 2; ; d) such that (1) u j ; v j 2 fA i ji = 1; 2; ; cg; (2) P j d(u j ; v j ) is minimized. Next, we apply Algorithm D1/D2 to nd two Steiner permutations q j1 ; q j2 for u j and v j : Finally, replace all fu j ; v j g by all fq j1 ; q j2 g and repeat the process until it terminates. Algorithm E (See Figure 3) Input Sequences: p; q 1 ; q 2 ; ; q n : Output Steiner permutations and reversal process. 
Experimental applications
Based on our algorithms, we design a computer program. Applying the program to some speci c permutations, we obtain the optimal Steiner permutations for the permutations with di erent lengths. These examples show that our approximation algorithms are e cient. The three permutations, p; q 1 ; q 2 , are chosen from the genomes of human, sea urchin, and fruit y, respectively. Our approximation algorithms can nd the optimal solutions for most collections of genomes. In many cases, they are more e cient than the one on local search for optimal solution on a grid 17 .
6 Discussion and future work
In this paper, we discuss a (1; n)?MGRBSR problem. We design some polynomial algorithms for several special cases and some e cient approximation algorithms for the general problem. The (1; n)?MGRBSR problem is one of the most important problems in comparative genomics. We are interested in designing more e cient approximation algorithms for nding optimal solutions for the general (1; n)?MGRBSR problem. The problem is very similar to Steiner tree problems in a metric space. With the application of Steiner tree theory, the problem can be solved e ciently. On the other hand, stochastics can also be applied to the discussion of the (1; n)?MGRBSR problem. This will be the subject of our future work.
